Public health decision makers need access to high resolution situation assessment tools for understanding the extent of various epidemics in different regions of the world. In addition, they need insights into the future course of epidemics by way of forecasts. Such forecasts are essential for planning the allocation of limited resources and for implementing several policy-level and behavioral intervention strategies. The need for such forecasting systems became evident in the wake of the recent Ebola outbreak in West Africa.
INTRODUCTION
In recent times, there has been substantial interest in developing computer models to forecast various social and epidemiological events. This trend is driven by progress in data analytics and the availability of increasing amounts of data from various sources. Some examples of this include models to forecast social unrest events [23] , models for predicting crowd behavior [13] and so on.
Several models have been developed for modeling and representation of Flu outbreaks in different regions of the world. Some notable examples include Google Flu Trends, developed by Larry Brilliant and his colleagues, that uses search terms entered by users, to develop statistical models for influenza forecasts [11] . Researchers like Butler et a. [8] have explained some of the shortcomings of GFT-based predictions by analyzing the results produced by Google Flu Trends. Research in Flu forecasting also includes work by Shaman et al. [27] , who have developed real-time forecasting model of seasonal influenza outbreaks and applied it to derive retrospective ensemble forecasts using techniques similar to numerical weather predictions. Yang et al. [33] have described inference systems for influenza that can handle the observational biases and errors arising from the epidemic surveillance data gathered from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and Google Flu Trends (GFT). They have used Bayesian Inference techniques to derive such forecasts. Osgood et al. [19] have demonstrated use of particle filtering techniques to robustly tolerate the noise in the epidemiological data feeds used in forecasting simulations, without making significant assumptions on the epidemiological processes used. Work by Vespignani et al. [31] includes using Monte Carlo Maximum Likelihood analysis for generating ensemble forecasts for different regions in the northern hemisphere.
There are also other models of flu forecasting using data sources like Twitter, developed by Sugumaran et al. [29] , Tamerius et al. [30] [20] show the use of social media messages for predicting a variety of ailments and conditions, including obesity, allergies, and other ailments. These models have shown that health and epidemiological events can be forecasted using a combination of mathematical models and diverse data sources. There has been a flurry of activity in this field, including work by Yuan et al. [34] , Nsoesie et al. [16] , Chakraborty et al. [9] , and so on. Recently, Paul et al. [21] have shown that use of Twitter actually improves the Flu forecast, reducing forecasting error by 17-30 percent over baseline models using only historical data. They have also demonstrated that using Twitter data provides better forecasts compared to GFT data. Hickmann et al. [12] have demonstrated the use of Wikipedia access logs together with the weekly CDC reports to derive forecast results for Flu ahead of the peak flu season. There are several such Flu forecasting models developed by different groups. Nsoesie et al. [18] provide a comprehensive literature review on forecasting techniques used for studying the dynamics of influenza outbreaks. Yang et al. [32] have provided a summary of the comparison of forecast results obtained using six different filtering techniques for making retrospective Flu predictions including the maximum likelihood estimation via iterated filtering (MIF), ensemble filters such as the ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF), the ensemble adjustment Kalman filter (EAKF), and the rank histogram filter (RHF).
Research in epidemic forecasting models is not limited to Flu alone. Several models have also been developed for other types of infectious diseases such as Ebola and Malaria. The recent outbreak of Ebola in West Africa made headlines for its large number of casualties. Public policy makers needed tools and techniques to forecast the epidemic spread in the affected countries and other regions of the world. Epidemiological models were developed to assist decision makers for planning purposes. Some researchers including Lofgren et al. [14] and Rivers et al. [24] have argued that mathematical models are the key tools for Ebola epidemic response. Rivers et al. [25] modeled the effects of intervention strategies in containing the spread of Ebola in Sierra Leone and Liberia. Researchers including Merler et al. [15] studied the effectiveness of non-pharmaceutical interventions in controlling spatio-temporal propagation of Ebola. Researchers have also used dynamic modeling and Bayesian inference methods based on observations to generate weekly forecasts of the Ebola outbreaks in Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone. This includes the work by Shaman et al. [28] . Use of species distribution models for mapping the Ebola virus in Africa has been demonstrated by Pigott et al. [22] . Our lab, the Network Dynamics and Simulation Science Laboratory at Virginia Tech has been one of the leading research organizations in conducting extensive research in modeling the spread of Ebola in West Africa [3] . We have incorporated some of these models developed in our lab along with other models to study the Ebola outbreak along with other diseases within EpiCaster.
With the design and development of EpiCaster, our goal is to leverage such large and diverse sets of epidemiological models for generating epidemic forecasts for various diseases in different regions of the world, and make it available to the public health decision makers through a common, intuitive Web-based system. We have developed a platform that is not only able to handle models for current set of diseases, such as Flu and Ebola, but is also flexible enough to incorporate models for new diseases as they appear. The system is also extendable to add new global regions for which infection data becomes available. Through the user interface of EpiCaster, users can select the region, disease, models of computation, intervention strategies, and the source of surveillance data used in the forecast generation process. Our system supports collection of surveillance data through several different sources, such as the CDC, WHO, social media, and so on. Our modeling implementation allows use of causal models with detailed information, such as behavioral adaptations by individuals of a population and effects of policy-level interventions on disease propagation.
Our Contributions
EpiCaster is a public web application for situation assessment and forecasting of various infectious diseases in different regions of the world. The current version of the system is operational for Flu and Ebola. However, we have built EpiCaster in such a manner that it is extendible to other diseases prevalent in different regions, which can be incorporated into the system once epidemic surveillance data is available.
EpiCaster can be thought of as analogous to websites such as weather.com that provide users with near real-time weather forecasts. Using EpiCaster, users can view the current and forecasted state of various epidemics through high-resolution maps and plots at different spatio-temporal levels. EpiCaster supports the following classes of users: (i) casual users seeking general information on different epidemics such as Flu and Ebola, and (ii) epidemiologists and citizen scientists, who need to analyze the current and future states of epidemics to evaluate and test appropriate mitigation strategies.
There have been some systems published in the literature that produce epidemic nowcasts and forecasts over the Web such as the systems developed by Columbia University's Mailman School of Public Health [1] and HealthMap, developed by Brownstein et al. [2] at Harvard. These systems are primarily tied to a single model of forecasting of a given epidemic. It is not possible to analyze forecast results from these systems based on a range of models or surveillance sources, or to analyze the effects of mitigation strategies on epidemic propagation in future. This feature is particularly important for public health decision makers. The distinguishing feature of EpiCaster is that it is not tied to a single data source or forecasting model. EpiCaster can support a variety of forecasting models of epidemic propagation, including fine-grained models such as agent based models (ABM models). Hence, EpiCaster allows a detailed study of global epidemic forecasts for a range of diseases. In addition, EpiCaster also produces forecasts in the presence of targeted interventions strategies applied to specific subpopulations of a region, which may be selected by users. This provision allows advanced predictive analytics, which is not present in other existing systems described in the literature.
The design and development of the forecasting pipeline that generates high-resolution forecasts of various epidemics within EpiCaster, is a key contribution of our work. The class of epidemiological models used for forecasting are unique and make the system design challenging. We support not only the aggregate differential equation-based models, providing forecasts at a higher level of granularity, but also individual-based models that closely represent actual population and epidemic dynamics between individuals. The use of individual-based models allows fine-grained temporal, social and geographic resolution of forecasts.
Lastly, the overall architecture of EpiCaster, which provides flexibility to augment new data sources and diseases to the system, is a unique contribution of this work. We have developed flexible web services based on REST protocol to decouple the back end implementation from the user interface. We have designed and implemented several classes of RESTful web services that range from services to access atomic data items to services for gathering complex information such as epidemic counts for different diseases aggregated at multiple spatio-temporal levels. The implementation of these flexible web services, along with optimizations to improve performance of the web services, is a significant part of the EpiCaster architecture.
Background
The conceptual design of EpiCaster has been developed over the course of several years. The first version of the application was designed specifically for supporting situation assessment and forecasting of Flu, and was called "FluCaster". FluCaster was developed to support a variety of forecast models at the back end for computing and generating Flu forecast results. We leveraged some of the initial research work in the domain of epidemiological models for supporting Influenza, such as work by Shaman et al. [27] , Nsoesie et al. [16] , Tamerius et al. [30] , and so on.
The initial version of FluCaster was designed using individualbased models of Flu forecasting. We implemented individual-based models for different states of the US. This version used synthetic population modeling, based on the research by Barrett et al. [4] by building synthetic social contact networks for all the states of USA. This data was used together with surveillance information obtained from the CDC for Flu forecasting. This version was successfully used for a number of experimental studies requested by CDC for forecasting of Flu parameters in different regions of the US, such as peak number of infections, peak time, and start and end of the Flu season.
Over time, new studies were requested by Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity (IARPA) and other organizations to conduct Flu forecasting for Latin American countries. Since detailed demographic and geographic information was unavailable for some of the Latin American countries, it was difficult to build synthetic information systems like that for USA and deploy individual-based models. However, we could develop other models such as compartmentalized models, also known as aggregate-based or Ordinary Differential Equation based models (ODE-based models) for Latin American countries to compute aggregate forecasts, which do not require fine-grained demographic information. Even though the model of execution was different, these models could provide forecast data output for visualization at an aggregate level. Hence, we decided to integrate and incorporate ODE-based models into the FluCaster back end so that users could select them while evaluating results for available regions in Latin America.
The main motivation to extend FluCaster to other diseases arose from the requirement last year to forecast the propagation of Ebola in West African nations during one of the worst epidemics in the world. Computational scientists developed detailed models of Ebola epidemic propagation based on disease dynamics, such as infection through bodily fluids, possible infections through deceased individuals, and so on [26] . Our lab produced forecast results every week based on these models and provided them to IARPA.
From this experience of producing forecast results for Ebola, we realized that the forecasting pipeline of Ebola would work similar to that of Flu, from a data representation and systems standpoint, producing some aggregate form of forecast output. The modeling of the disease dynamics and the network of Ebola is vastly different from that of Flu, since the propagation dynamics are different. However, the forecasts of Ebola could be made available to end users done in a similar way. This led to the conceptualization and design of "EpiCaster", for supporting a range of global epidemics.
CONCEPTUAL ARCHITECTURE
The architecture of EpiCaster has been designed to support scalability with respect to large volumes of data, gathered from multiple surveillance sources, and manipulated using epidemiological models to arrive at forecast results. These forecasts can be viewed at multiple geographic, social and temporal resolutions. Figure 1 shows the conceptual architecture of EpiCaster. The backbone of EpiCaster's architecture can be described in four parts. First, information is gathered using various surveillance instruments, such as the CDC, local hospitals, social media sources and so on. For a disease like Ebola, where surveillance information from affected countries in West Africa is very scarce, non-traditional surveillance methods can be used and incorporated into the system. For instance, for Ebola, we use information collected from WHO and Ministries of Health (MoH) of affected countries, about current infection trends. EpiCaster builds on the premise that this collected information provides a good representation of the extent of the current epidemic. We use this information as input to the forecasting pipeline to produce forecast results. In addition, EpiCaster uses synthetic contact networks as the basis of population demographics of different regions and as a fabric of disease transmission, especially for individual-based epidemic models.
The second part of the conceptual architecture involves forecast modeling and generation. We use complex epidemiological models, including individual-based models and aggregate models, as implemented using multi-agent simulations as the key components of the prediction pipeline.
The third component of the EpiCaster architecture involves storing the forecast output in a central data repository so that it can be retrieved in an effective way. The data store needs to handle the flexibility of querying the database to retrieve forecasts based on any combination of regions, diseases, interventions, models and data sources, while still supporting scalability. Hence, the data representation schema is critical.
Lastly, the forecast data retrieved from the data store needs to be passed back to the user interface (UI) so that it can be rendered on the user's web browser. The middleware that we have developed is able to handle flexible inputs from the users, including disease, region, models, data sources, and interventions. It also handles large scale data transfers to visualize current epidemic and forecast data on heat maps and plots.
EPIDEMIC SURVEILLANCE AND POP-ULATION DEMOGRAPHICS
One of the most important components of the epidemic forecasting process is collection of up-to-date information on the extent of current epidemics. This is termed as epidemic surveillance. In addition to current epidemic trends, it is also important to have information on population demographics of different regions including age-groups and household income, that determines the extent of control strategies that may be applied for containing an epidemic. Hence, the data needed as input for epidemic forecasting in EpiCaster primarily falls under the following categories.
• Population demographic and contact data: In EpiCaster, we use demographic data corresponding to populations in different regions of the world that is derived from the synthetic contact network generation process. This synthetic population generation process is described in detail in [4, 5, 10] . This data generation process takes into account mobility of individuals based on their activity patterns in different regions.
• Surveillance data: Surveillance data within EpiCaster includes spatial and temporal epidemic time-series data. In EpiCaster, surveillance data is gathered from different sources depending on the disease and the region in which it is prevalent. For instance, our implementation uses surveillance data from CDC for Flu. We also use GFT as an epidemic surveillance source, even though GFT data itself is an estimate of Flu surveillance data based on a model built using Google search terms. For Ebola, the surveillance information is scarce and is gathered from the Ministries of Health (MoH) and the WHO.
The synthetic population and contact network data are more or less static in nature, except for changes related to interventions. As an epidemic evolves, more individuals may get infected and some of them may recover from the disease. Hence, the surveillance data related to epidemics is dynamic in nature. This is reflected in the dynamic nature of the data obtained through sources such as the CDC.
EpiCaster collects all the surveillance related data on multiple epidemics together with the demographic data in a common data store. This data comes in different formats such as text files, csv files, json format and so on. We have developed a data enrichment module that processes the collected surveillance data in different formats and transforms it, so that it can be accessed by the prediction algorithms. This data is then used by different forecasting models that are part of the EpiCaster backend to generate forecasts of epidemics in different regions.
FORECAST MODELING AND GENER-ATION
Forecast modeling and generation is the most important component of the EpiCaster architecture. We have developed and designed the backend infrastructure of EpiCaster that implements the forecast modeling and generation processes.
The back-end infrastructure of EpiCaster is responsible for generating forecasts for different epidemics based on high-resolution epidemiological models. The back end handles execution of largescale simulations to generate and store epidemic forecasts.
The main components of the back-end infrastructure of EpiCaster include:
1. An epidemic forecasting pipeline that executes multi-agent epidemic simulations based on surveillance data, and uses a non-linear optimizer for forecast matching and generation.
2. A digital library that is a complete repository of information related to different current epidemics.
We describe the epidemic forecasting pipeline in the following section and describe the digital library that stores the epidemic forecast results in the Forecast Storage and Retrieval Section 5.
Epidemic Forecasting Pipeline
The EpiCaster epidemic forecasting pipeline is built to support a variety of epidemiological models and techniques that can derive epidemic forecasts based on advanced stochastic computations and optimizations. We describe these computations and optimizations in the following sections.
The epidemiological models and simulations that generate forecasts are the main building blocks of the pipeline. The pipeline is developed in such a way that it provides several techniques and methods for translations and transformations to handle the discrepancies in data generated from various models.
We use a simulation-driven optimization approach for the forecasting pipeline. From a modeling standpoint, this method has been described in detail by Nsoesie et al [17] . Our implementation of this approach has three main components:
i. high resolution models of infectious diseases and their corresponding simulation engines. The models may be individualbased simulations or aggregate-based simulations.
ii. a stochastic programming-based method for parameter matching and searching based on input epidemic surveillance data.
iii. a model library comprised of a large number of plausible precomputed outcomes of epidemic forecasts using the first two steps.
Epidemic Models
EpiCaster supports both aggregate-based models, implemented using ordinary differential equations (ODE); and agent based models (ABM) which represent disease propagation in a population through person to person interactions. The aggregate-based models are usually called compartmental models. Both these models produce stochastic forecasting outcome, but the granularity of data involved in the computation and the forecast results is different.
In an ODE-based model, the population (N) is partitioned into different compartments. The SEIR model is one type of an ODEbased model where the population is divided into four main compartments -Susceptible (S), Exposed (E), Infectious (I), and Removed (R). Within each compartment, people are homogeneous and fully mixed. If β is the transmission rate, α is the rate at which an exposed person becomes infectious, and ν is the removal rate, then the following equations describe the dynamics of the epidemic in the population. An ODE-based simulation based on these equations computes number of Susceptible (S), Exposed (E), Infectious (I), and Removed (R) individuals at each time step (typically represented as a day). So, the model is able to produce aggregated counts of infected individuals in different regions every day. The model is also able to assimilate forecasting in the presence of interventions applied on a subset of the population, given by a certain percentage of the population.
In an ABM-based model approach, the population is represented by a network where the nodes are represented as individuals and the edges are the contacts between the individuals. The nodes are heterogeneous and have demographic, geographic, and economic attributes. The edges represent contacts due to physical proximity and have durations associated with them. The disease transmits from node u to v only if u is infectious, v is susceptible, and u has a contact with v. The probability of transmission is
where τ is the probability of transmission in every unit time of contact, and d(u, v) is the contact duration. An ABM simulation computes the disease transmission from node to node based on this probability.
There are multiple advantages of using the ABM-based model over the ODE-based model. Firstly, the ABM approach is able to represent fine-grained population characteristics of people within a region without assuming homogeneous mixing of population like the ODE-based approach. Secondly, ABM simulations allows representation of interventions for subset of populations based on demographic characteristics and not just a percent of the population. Since each individual is represented as a node in the network, the pharmaceutical interventions such as vaccination decrease the probability of transmission on the nodes being intervened, while nonpharmaceutical interventions such as school closures remove the contact edges between the nodes being intervened. This allows representation of targeted interventions such as vaccination of adults in a certain zipcode, and school-closures in a particular block group of a county. Representing and analyzing such fine-grained interventions is not possible in the ODE-based approach. Thirdly, the type of metrics that can be evaluated using the ABM-based approach are much detailed than the ODE-based approach. For instance, the network-based models not only support forecast metrics such as aggregated infection counts, but also infection counts by demographic characteristics such as age-groups, gender and so on. This allows analysis of forecast results such as projecting the infections among females in a population, or forecasting the effects of an ongoing epidemic on school-age children.
The difficulty associated with the ABM simulation, however, is that it requires a realistic representation of the contact network for every region. Also, executing an ABM simulation is much more time consuming than its ODE counterpart because of the scale of data and computations involved. We have constructed synthetic populations and synthetic contact networks for several countries in the world, including the USA, Mexico, Liberia, Sierra Leone, and Israel. These provide a realistic representation of the actual global populations. We execute ABM simulation based on these synthetic populations. For countries where we have not built synthetic contact networks due to lack of information availability, we rely on the ODE-based simulations to compute epidemic curves from models.
Model Library
The simulation optimization process is a massive large-scale computation process. Hence, it is not just time-consuming, but also challenging to produce forecasts using this process in near-real time when surveillance data is available. To make the process more efficient, we have developed a precomputed model library that produces a large set of possible forecast outcomes considering a range of epidemic parameters. This pre-computation is done using Indemics [7] , a data intensive, interactive, high performance modeling environment developed for pandemic planning which is an extension of EpiFast [6] . When new surveillance data comes in, this model library is searched, and the best match is used for further computations as described in the following subsection.
Parameter Matching and Search
We use a Bayesian approach for deriving the results of situation assessment and forecasting in different regions. Our model implementation is based on the simulation optimization approach to epidemic forecasting, described in [17] .
With a given time-series obtained from surveillance on infection counts periodically (typically on a weekly basis), the pipeline either searches the precomputed epidemic curves in the model library (called the DL approach), or calls a derivative free optimization algorithm to search the model space; the purpose is to find a model that generates epidemic curves that are the most similar to the given surveillance curve.
Suppose M = {(p1, p2, . . . , p k ) ∈ R k } is the set of models, where pi represents either disease parameters such as transmission rate and removal rate in the classical SEIR model, or intervention parameters such as compliance rate, efficacy of pharmaceutical interventions, duration of non-pharmaceutical interventions, timing of the interventions and so on. If S ∈ S represents an epidemic simulation model, which takes a model M ∈ M as input, then the output epidemic curve produced by the simulation is given by S(M ) = x = (x1, x2, . . . , xT ). This represents the number of infections in each week.
The epidemic simulation is a stochastic process and hence we have multiple epidemic curves from the simulation output. S(M ), given by x1, . . . , xR, represents infection counts at different geographical levels, per week across several replicates. Currently, we use avergaing techniques by finding a mean of the infection counts derived from several replicates and store the forecast output as an aggregated count of infections at different geographical levels within the specified region for which forecast is sought.
Let y = (y1, y2, . . . , yT ) be the observed epidemic curve from surveillance. With given y, which has weekly infection counts, the DL approach and the optimization approach both try to evaluate models, either in the library or chosen by the optimization algorithm, by computing a distance measure between y and x. We have implemented Euclidean distance as a simple distance measure calculation between y and x in our current version, but the system supports a variety of distance measures to be used for this purpose. If a match is found, then the output infection time-series curve is used as the forecast outcome. If there is no match, then the epi-demic parameters such as transmission rate and removal rate in the classical SEIR model are used from the closest matching model for running a simulation to derive the forecast results.
The epidemic forecasting pipeline of Epicaster consists of three main modules -the epidemic propagation engine, the comparison module, and the non-linear optimizer module. The epidemic propagation engine executes epidemic simulations based on a range of input epidemic time-series data, and stores the forecast outcomes in the model library along with their model parameters, including disease transmissibility, incubation period and infectious period. Since we use synthetic population data for ABM based models, we have detailed demographic information available for each region. With the granularity of demography information available, the forecast epidemic simulations can be executed with not just the base case of 'no interventions', but also with fine-grained interventions applied to certain sub-populations of the region. Some of the intervention strategies that can be supported for epidemic evaluation and forecasting include, vaccination of a sub set of individuals of a population and social-distancing of certain subset of infected individuals. For instance, the pipeline is able to compute infection counts in a particular block group of a city, when say 20 percent of school-age population is vaccinated, or when school-closure is enforced in a particular county of a region. The corresponding results of the epidemic simulation are stored in the model library and used for parameter matching when intervention information is available from surveillance. Support for such forecasting of epidemics, in the presence of targeted mitigation strategies, is a distinguishing feature of our system.
FORECAST STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL
EpiCaster allows forecasting of epidemics on certain demographic sub-groups of a population as well as in the presence of interventions applied to subpopulations of a region. To support such features, it is essential to store the forecast data in such a way that it can be retrieved easily, in the presence of different analytical constraints. In addition, the database storing the forecast results needs to support flexibility in terms of the range of analytical queries that it can handle. The typical type of data that needs to be retrieved using queries includes finding aggregated counts at regional, national and world levels per disease, and ranking of infection counts by region per disease. For instance, sample queries might include "Find the overall infection counts of Ebola in the world this week", "Find the top 3 regions in USA that are forecast to have highest counts of population affected by Flu", and "Find the Flu infection counts in Montgomery County, Virginia in the next week".
We have implemented a relational database schema for storing forecast results, considering the flexibility and adaptability of analytical queries required in EpiCaster. The relational database schema, with its well-defined relational algebra allows a range of query plan execution. We store forecast results for each region at multiple geographical levels together with the demographic and intervention information related to each region. This allows querying the subset of forecast results from the forecast output in a flexible way.
We have also applied several mechanisms to the database schema design for improving the speed of query execution to retreive forecast results faster. Some of the optimizations that we have implemented to streamline the epidemic data collection, forecast data generation, and retrieval process include denormalization, summarization, transformations, look-up registries and automations. We have precomputed the often-requested data and denormalized the data in the database wherever possible, for faster response times. With precomputations and denormalization, the response times have dropped from minutes to seconds. For instance, we have created a summary table containing precomputed data for the retrieval of aggregate-level totals derived from individual ABM-based models. We have developed a look-up registry that is an extension of the star schema design from the data warehousing literature, that allows looking up pre-computed forecast output based on different dimensions such as region, disease, intervention, surveillance source and forecasting model. Also, to avoid any manual interventions in the data collection and manipulation processes, we have automated the creation of forecasts and the generation of table summaries when surveillance data is gathered. Figure 2 shows the flow of data within EpiCaster from surveillance to forecast representation. As seen in the Figure, information about current infection trends is gathered from multiple surveillance sources such as the CDC, WHO etc. based on the disease type and epidemic information availability. This information is stored in various formats such as csv or text files. We have a module that converts this data into relational format and stores into the database.
Data Flow and Scale of Data Within EpiCaster
The comparison module from the forecast pipeline, as explained before, matches the time-series curve from surveillance with the precomputed model library. The pipeline is executed based on whether the match is found or not found and the forecast results are stored in the database. The synthetic population information is also stored in the same database. We use a bunch of working tables for data manipulations and transformations.
The final forecast outcomes are stored in aggregate format in forecast summary tables, from which the forecast can be retrieved, for each region, for each disease, with or without interventions.
The surveillance data is obtained periodically (typically on a weekly basis) and the forecast needs to be computed as soon as the surveillance is available. With the pre-computations, aggregations and transformations from different formats, the scale of data produced is very large. For instance, in our current implementation of EpiCaster, we compute Flu forecasts for USA and India, and Ebola forecasts for Liberia and Sierra Leone. The scale of demographic and contact network data for these regions is in the range of around 250 GB. We obtain surveillance data every week for Flu and Ebola in different formats. Considering intermediate data involved in transformations and manipulations, the scale of this surveillance Table 1 : Response times and throughput of the API -getOverallInfection() when 100 users access the API over the period of 1 to 20 seconds data is around 10 GB per week. We have ABM and ODE based simulations that produce forecast outcomes. This output forecast data is in the range of 15-20 GB. Overall, the current EpiCaster implementation stores around 500 GB of data, with around 20-30 GB of data getting added every week for Flu and Ebola. With addition, of new regions, models and diseases, there will be a corresponding increase in the scale of this data.
FORECAST AVAILABILITY OVER THE WEB
The forecasting output produced by the EpiCaster forecasting pipeline and stored in the database needs to be published in order to be consumed and displayed to the end users through the EpiCaster User Interface. The data stored in the back end cannot be tightly coupled with the UI applications because any change to the pipeline or the forecast generation process would affect the user interactions. To avoid such tight-coupling, it is essential to develop a middleware that can handle the interactions between the back-end infrastructure and the Epicaster UI.
EpiCaster Middleware
The main requirements of the middleware for EpiCaster include
• the ability to provide access to epidemic data for flexible input types, including region, disease, intervention, model and source.
• the flexibility to be agnostic to back-end data changes and execution, either on HPC resources or pre-computed execution
• the ability to add/modify/remove back-end data without affecting service guarantees or requiring platform reengineering.
• the ability to be accessible by any consumer system, to be displayed on the Web or on social platforms.
To support these requirements, we have developed a Web servicesbased middleware architecture for EpiCaster that supports communication and interaction between its component systems, mainly the Web-enabled User Interface and the Back-end Infrastructure. We use a RESTful implementation of web services. The web servicesbased architecture is implemented using the Model View Controller (MVC) framework, where the controller accesses appropriate models, represented using DAOs (Data Access Objects). Data is passed back and forth from the web UI to the back end using JSON (Java Script Object Notation) format, which is a lightweight data interchange format. This design decouples the front-end user interface from the back-end infrastructure, and enables more flexibility and The REST-based APIs provided by EpiCaster fall under the categories of Push API, Pull API and Query API respectively. For instance, the API, getDiseases() that returns all the diseases for which a forecast is currently available, is an example of a Query API, whereas addQuestionnaireData(question, answer) is an example of a Pull API. The Push API, getTop3InfRegions(region, disease, intervention, week) pushes back results to the requesting application and returns the top 3 infected regions in the input region, affected by a disease in the given week, when the intervention type passed as input has been applied on the subpopulation.
The API-based web services provided above hide the complexity of the back-end infrastructure of EpiCaster, and provide easy access to its services.
The performance of EpiCaster and its ability to support multiple simultaneous users accessing the system via the Web, is dependent on the performance of the backend infrastructure including the forecasting pipeline and the middleware that handles the flow of data within the system. In the following sub-section, we present the results of performance evaluation of the EpiCaster Web services. The performance evaluation results provide insights into the scalability of the application with growing epidemiological data.
Web-Service performance evaluation
The main criteria for evaluating the performance of web services include Quality Of Service (QoS) parameters such as response time, availability, throughput, and scalability.
Currently, the EpiCaster web services have been deployed on a virtual machine with a 2.93 GHz Intel Xeon processor. The virtual machine has 1 GB RAM and 122 MB reserved for cache space. The VM has 120 GB of disk space allocated to it.
Out of the total main memory available on the VM, the EpiCaster web server hosted on Tomcat uses 256 MB of RAM. The caching on the web server is handled through the Java internal caching mechanism.
With this configuration of web services, we expect the current deployment of EpiCaster to support about a 100 users using the system simultaneously (ramp-up period = 10 seconds). We used Apache JMeter, an open source tool for conducting load tests, to evaluate the performance of the web services.
Experimental Setup
We conducted two sets of experiments. 1. To find out the number of users that the system can support simulataneously through the current deployment of EpiCaster without degradation, and 2. To find the effects of the size of the region on the performance of epidemic forecast output through the APIs.
For the first set of experiments, we used a Push API called getOverallInfection(), which retrieves the overall infections in different regions of the world based on the input disease type. This API is used for fetching information on the map after the user selects the disease to be studied. Table 1 summarizes the results of this experiment. The number of users accessing this API is kept constant at 100, but the ramp-up time is varied from 1 to 20 seconds. The results show the response times when 100 users access the API over the specified ramp-up time. As the ramp-up time is progressively reduced, the performance of the API decreases and the response time degrades. As can be seen in the Table 1 , the current deployment of EpiCaster can support 100 users accessing the system within 5-10 seconds with no visible lags.
For the second set of experiments, we used 2 APIs -getInfectionPlot() and getTop3InfectedRegions(), which are used extensively in EpiCaster to fetch the plot of the epidemic forecast, and for getting the top 3 infected sub-regions in the given region respectively. We conducted experiments on the regions CA (Population: 33.6 million), VA (Population: 7.25 million) and WY (Population: 0.56 million) in USA; and on Delhi, India(Population: 13.9 million) for Flu. We also studied the APIs for Ebola for the Liberia region (Population: 4.2 million). For this experiment set, we used 100 users over the period of 10 seconds for each API test. Table 2 summarizes the results of our experiments. From the experiment results, it is evident that the API response time and throughput of the API is independent of the size of the input region and the disease for which the forecast is sought. This shows the stability of our application to support the addition of any new region or disease without degradation in performance of the system.
EpiCaster User Interface
EpiCaster's Web-enabled User Interface allows users to select the disease for which the user seeks outbreak information; in the current version of the application, users can choose either Flu or Ebola, but this is extendable. Once the disease is selected, EpiCaster displays all the regions where the disease outbreak is prevalent on a map of the world. The user can then select a particular region on the map to get a fine-grained assessment of disease activity as well as forecasts within that region. Figure 3 shows a snapshot of EpiCaster displaying infection counts for Ebola in Bong county of Liberia.
EpiCaster's Web-enabled User Interface consists of the following main components.
• Interactive Timeline: EpiCaster provides a timeline covering a range of weeks over which a user may view epidemic information. The available timeline options include the current week and any of the last four weeks for situation assessment; users can also select the timeline for up to two weeks in the future to view forecasts.
• Interactive heat map: EpiCaster provides an epidemic heat map that shows infection levels aggregated at multiple geographical levels, such as state, county and blockgroup. GIS data is used to provide interactive maps to improve data vi- • Plots (Epicurves): EpiCaster allows the users to view Epicurves showing infection trends in a region over a time period, as well as the peak infection count in the specified time period. Users can select the plots to be viewed for the past and current weeks based on surveillance sources such as GFT and CDC, and view forecast plots derived from a range of epidemic models for the future weeks.
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY USING EPICAS-TER
We have used EpiCaster for performing several experimental case studies to evaluate the extent of ongoing epidemics in different regions of the world as well as to forecast future propagation. One of the most notable experimental studies for which we have used EpiCaster is the forecasting of the recent Ebola outbreak in West Africa. We used the ABM-based model simulation for situation assessment and forecasting of this epidemic in Liberia and Sierra Leone. The output Similar experiments have also been conducted using other ODE-based models and ABM-based models for Flu and Ebola.
In the 2014-2015 Ebola pandemic, it was observed that in midOctober 2014 and mid-December 2014 there were significant changes on the transmissibility of the disease. Given the flexibility of our modeling design in EpiCaster, we were able to incorporate this epidemic parameter into the system design and re-calibrate our model to study the effects of the pandemic propagation, taking into account this change. We ran the EpiCaster forecasting pipeline for Sierra Leone in West Africa with and without the changes in transmissibility parameter and gathered the forecast results for analysis. The forecasting simulation model that we used is designed to produce forecast results up to six months in the future. We present our forecast results as follows in three plots: (i) in Figure 4 we made the prediction without considering either of the two transitions, so the transition parameters are not considered in the model searching; (ii) Figure 5 is the prediction made with the only mid-October transition being considered in the model searching; (iii) and Figure 6 is the prediction made with both transitions being taken into the account in the forecasting simulation.
As can be seen from the Figure 4 , when the transition parameters are not considered the model tends to over-estimate the number of infections in the forecast period. The number of infections computed by the model tend to be much higher than the observed number of infections. Figure 5 shows that the model slightly underestimates the number of infections in the forecast period, when a single transition is considered in the simulation. The curve in Figure 6 shows that when the model takes into account both transitions in the forecasting simulation, the observed infection count and model infection count are very close. This shows that when the most updated information is available from the environment, the model outcome has be re-calibrated and the forecast outcome from EpiCaster can be improved to mirror the actual observed infections much ahead of time. We have developed EpiCaster, an integrated system for situation assessment and forecasting of several global epidemics. Currently, the system is operational for Flu and Ebola. We plan to extend EpiCaster to other diseases such as Malaria, which is a vector-borne disease. New diseases can be easily incorporated into EpiCaster by making the forecast input and output conform to predefined formats. The biggest advantage of using EpiCaster is that it reduces the timeline for presenting results of forecasts on the Web for any new disease, or an existing disease like Flu in a new region. Using EpiCaster, the time for implementing such extensions can be reduced from several months of application development time to a handful of days of data manipulations.
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